Are you ready to play an active role in developing cutting-edge technological innovations to making the world a better place?

Be part of the team at A*STAR, the largest public research agency in Singapore with a strong network of over 20 A*STAR Research Institutes. Apply to SIPGA for hands-on research and development with distinguished and world-renowned researchers through short-term research attachments between four to five months. SIPGA aims to engage students in holistic research to make ground-breaking contributions in their respective fields.

Why Singapore

- Singapore has positioned itself as the center of innovation, research and development at the heart of the world's most dynamic economic region.
- Singapore’s size and strategic location makes us an ideal hub to testbed new products and services before rolling them out to the rest of Asia and beyond.
- Singapore is succeeding in creating a conducive environment to attract innovative international start-ups to its shores.
- Dedicated to long-term investments in research, tertiary education and infrastructure

International students in Biomedical Sciences and Physical Science and Engineering related disciplines who are undergraduate students in their third or fourth year, or Master students can apply.

SIPGA awardees may be attached to A*STAR research entities for 4 to 5 months and will receive S$1,500 in monthly stipends.

@AGASingapore
WHY SIPGA?

With diverse supervisors from across the globe working in some 20 research institutes in A*STAR, SIPGA is the research attachment of choice. Over 950 SIPGA awardees from more than 75 countries over the course of the programme has successfully completed their research attachment and went to to fulfil their dreams in research!

SARAH GEIGER
SIPGA Awardee
SINGA PhD Awardee

“...It’s rare to find a place with brilliant minds and research, beautiful land, and rich culture. It only took three months into my SIPGA internship for me to decide to apply to SINGA, a graduate program with A*STAR. The high-caliber community in my institute has helped me grow and flourish as a researcher over the years, and I can't imagine being anywhere else. ”

HEAR FROM OUR Awardee

Apply for SIPGA today!
Application deadline: 15 Nov

For any enquiries, email us at singa_enquiries@hq.a-star.edu.sg